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Chain of Events Garnish 
Designed for a 1:1 ratio of servers and diners.  
To be performed in silence with as much swiftness as possible.  

Servers enter space, single file, each carrying a tray—except for Server ONE who holds two pitchers of 
boiling water and a metronome in his/her coat pocket. 

Each server stands directly behind one diner. Server ONE sets pitchers in center of table and places 
metronome at head of table. The metronome begins—set slightly faster than a resting heartbeat. 

The following sequence is performed simultaneously by each pair of server + diner 

Pause. Server reaches kitchen tweezers over diner’s right shoulder. A square-sized piece of paper is 
lifted. It must not be lifted too high, too far, or too abruptly. With the left hand, a thin circle balanced 
beneath the paper is removed, like a hot tub, revealing a shallow dish. The tweezers reemerge and the 
paper is placed inside the dish.   

Reaching across and to the center of the table, one pitcher is retrieved. Boiling water is emptied into 
the dish with the paper, steaming vigorously.  

Pause. Let the paper settle into the steam. The ink on the paper should begin to bleed into the liquid.  
Server removes a small brush from lower compartment. Brush is used to assist the ink until all has bled 
away, revealing a score on the paper. The liquid in the dish should become tinted with ink. A pair of 
tweezers emerges from right shoulder of diner to retrieve the score from the dish, dripping. It is 
carefully placed on tray at downstage right. 

Server takes a small cup, submerges it into liquid (still hot) and pours liquid on top of centerpiece. The 
centerpiece is a block of ice with a pair of scissors frozen inside. The 16 cups (one from each tray) of 
hot liquid should melt the ice sufficiently enough to reveal the scissors—eventually. 

Pause. While the ice is melting, server removes stone from compartment #1. The stone is used to crack 
a thin crust/cracker in compartment #2, revealing jalapeño infused olive oil underneath.   

Server removes a small round of bread from compartment #3 with the tweezers and soaks it in the oil. 
The oil-soaked bread is placed in the center of the presented snack at the left side of tray. 

Meanwhile: the ice has melted sufficiently to release the scissors. Servers pass around the scissors in 
order to cut away three garnishes hanging from a copper frame. The garnishes fall onto the snack, thus 
completing the dish.  

Server ONE stops the metronome and rings a desk bell. 

Servers remove cover on final item to expose a tiny wooden spoon with which to eat the snack. 

Servers exit space in single file, allowing diners time to enjoy completed dish. 


